Abstract-This paper proposes an algorithm to measure the width of retinal vessels in fundus photographs using graph-based algorithm to segment both vessel edges simultaneously. First, the simultaneous two-boundary segmentation problem is modeled as a two-slice, 3-D surface segmentation problem, which is further converted into the problem of computing a minimum closed set in a node-weighted graph. An initial segmentation is generated from a vessel probability image. We use the REVIEW database to evaluate diameter measurement performance. The algorithm is robust and estimates the vessel width with subpixel accuracy. The method is used to explore the relationship between the average vessel width and the distance from the optic disc in 600 subjects.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation C OMPLICATIONS of cardiovascular disease, such as stroke and myocardial infarction, have high mortality and morbidity. The retinal blood vessels are the vessels that are the easiest to image noninvasively, and it has been shown that a decreased ratio of arterial to venous retinal vessel width (the AV ratio) forms an independent risk factor for stroke and myocardial infarct, as well as for eye disease [1] - [3] . In retinal images, the boundaries of the blood column form a reliable proxy for vessel diameter. Automated determination of the AV-ratio is therefore of high interest, but also complicated, because retinal vessel width and the contrast to the background vary greatly across retinal images. We have previously demonstrated a fully automated algorithm for determination of the AV ratio from fundus color photographs, by detecting the retinal blood vessels, determining whether these are arteries or veins, measuring their width, and determining the AV-ratio in an automatically determined region of interest [4] . In a previous study, we used a splat based technique to determine vessel width [5] . However, graph-based approaches to determine the location of the vessel boundary have the potential for greater speed and accuracy, as they are known to be globally optimal [6] , [7] . In addition to AV-ratio analysis, automated determination of vessel width measurement based on segmentation of both vessel boundaries would also allow the geometry of the retinal vessels to be quantified, as the geometry is also affected by cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and retinal disease. Finally, accurate determination of the vessel boundary may allow local pathologic vascular changes such as tortuosity and vessel beading to be measured accurately [8] .
B. Previous Work
Vessel detection approaches that have been published previously can be broadly divided into region-based and edge-based approaches. Region-based vessel methods label each pixel as either inside or outside a blood vessel. Niemeijer et al. proposed a pixel feature based retinal vessel detection method using a Gaussian derivative filter bank and k-nearest-neighbor classification [9] . Staal et al. proposed a pixel feature based method that additionally analyzed the vessels as elongated structures [10] . Edge-based methods can be further classified into two categories: window-based methods [11] and tracking-based methods [12] . Window-based methods estimate a match at each pixel against the pixel's surrounding window. The tracking approach exploits local image properties to trace the vessels from an initial point. A tracking approach can better maintain the connectivity of vessel structure. Lalonde et al. proposed a vessel tracking method by following an edge line while monitoring the connectivity of its twin border on a vessel map computed using a Canny edge operator [12] . Breaks in the connectivity will trigger the creation of seeds that serve as extra starting points for further tracking. Gang et al. proposed a retinal vessel detection using second-order Gaussian filter with adaptive filter width and adaptive threshold [11] .
These methods locate the vessels, but do not directly determine vessel width, and additional methods are needed to accurately measure the width. Al-Diri et al. proposed an algorithm for segmentation and measurement of retinal blood vessels by growing a "Ribbon of Twins" active contour model, the extraction of segment profiles (ESP) algorithm, which uses two pairs 0278-0062/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE of contours to capture each vessel edge [13] . The half-height full-width (HHFW) algorithm defines the width as the distance between the points on the intensity curve at which the function reaches half its maximum value to either side of the estimated center point [14] . The Gregson algorithm fits a rectangle to the profile, setting the width so that the area under the rectangle is equal to the area under the profile [15] .
The purpose of this study is two-fold: to introduce a novel method to find the retinal blood vessel boundaries based on graph search, and to evaluate this method on two different datasets of retinal images. A vessel centerline image is derived from the vesselness map, and the two borders of the vessel are then segmented simultaneously by transforming the first derivative of the vessel's pixels intensities into a two-slice 3-D surface segmentation problem.
II. DATA
The REVIEW database is used to assess the diameter measurement results. REVIEW is a publicly available database that contains a number of retinal profiles with manual measurements from three observers (as described in Section III-F).
The four images from the high-resolution image set (HRIS) represent different severe grades of diabetic retinopathy. This set consists of four images where 90 segments containing 2368 profiles are manually marked. The images are subsequently down-sampled by a lateral factor of four for submission to the measurement algorithms, so that the vessel widths are known to of a pixel, discounting human error. The central light reflex image set (CLRIS) contains 285 profiles from 21 segments from two images from two patients. These images include early atherosclerotic changes that often includes a strong central vascular specular reflex. The vascular disease image set (VDIS) consists of eight digitally captured images, six of which illustrate different types of diabetic retinopathy. A set of 79 segments containing 2249 profiles are manually marked. This set of images is very noisy and suffers from pathologies. The kick point image set (KPIS) consists of two images containing three segments with 164 gold standard widths. By down-sampling the images to a lower resolution, these gold standard widths have higher accuracy than expressed in the measured images so the measurements can be assessed with sub-pixel accuracy.
To evaluate our method further, we determined the relationship between the average vessel width (both arteries and veins) and the distance to the optic disc, in a sample of 600 composite color fundus images, each consisting of two registered and blended fundus images, the characteristics of which were published previously [16] . For these images, automatically determined disc location and vesselness map were available [9] , [17] .
III. METHODOLOGY

A. Method Summary
In order to detect both boundaries simultaneously, we build the graph as a two-slice 3-D graph. A smoothness constraint between the two slices is applied. Thus, a simultaneous two-D 1 http://ReviewDB.lincoln.ac.uk boundary segmentation is transformed into a two-slice 3-D surface segmentation problem. This problem is then further converted into the problem of computing a minimum closed set in a node-weighted graph.
B. Preprocessing
An initial segmentation is needed to build the graph. We use a vesselness map as proposed by Niemeijer et al. as our initial segmentation [9] . One example image is shown in Fig. 1 . By thresholding the gray scale image, a binary vessel segmentation is generated. A (constant) low threshold of 70 is chosen to better maintain the continuity of blood vessels. The trade-off is that small regions of noise may not be suppressed adequately. In order to solve this problem, the vessel regions with an area smaller than 20 pixels are erased from the thresholded image. A sequential thinning approach is then applied to the binary vessel segmentation to find the vessel centerlines [18] .
From this vessel centerline image, the bifurcation points and crossing points are excluded, because these points need special treatment. A bifurcation point is defined as a centerline pixel with three eight-connected neighbors and a crossing point is defined as a centerline pixel with four or more eight-connected neighbors. Hence, the vessel centerline image is scanned first to get the centerline pixels that have three or more neighbors. By deleting the bifurcation points and crossing points, the vessel trees are cut into vessel segments. From these vessel segments, the end points which have only one neighbor pixel are found by scanning the image again. Starting from one end point, we then trace the vessel segment until the other end point is reached. In this way, we trace all the vessel segments on the image and label each of them.
C. Graph-Based Vessel Boundary Segmentation
For each labeled vessel segment, the growing direction for every centerline pixel is calculated. We use adjacent centerline pixels on both sides of the target centerline pixel and apply principal component analysis on the resulting vessel segment [19] . The value of is a parameter of the image size, which is approximately 0.005 times the first dimension of the image size. So if the first dimension of an image is 600 pixels, the value of would be three pixels, resulting in a total vessel segment length of seven pixels. The minimum value of is two. The first principal component corresponds to the growing direction of the pixel. An end point that does not have enough neighboring centerline pixels to define the vessel growing direction is determined to have the direction of the nearest centerline pixel that has a definition of a vessel growing direction.
For the vessel growing direction, a counter-clockwise 90 is regarded as the normal direction for this point. Using the centerline pixels as the base nodes, profiles on the positive direction of the normals are built as one slice and profiles on the negative direction are built as another slice, as shown in Fig. 2 . The node step was 0.5 pixels. We used the "multicolumn model" proposed by Li et al. [7] .
Along each normal profile every node has a directed arc to the node . Along the -direction, meaning along the same boundary, for each node, a directed arc is constructed from to . Similarly, arcs from to is constructed.
is the maximum difference allowed between two adjacent normal profiles within one boundary. Along the -direction, meaning between the two slices, arcs from to and arcs from to is constructed.
is the maximum difference allowed between two corresponding normal profiles between the two boundaries. The base nodes are all connected [7] . A surface is regarded feasible if it satisfies the smoothness constraint defined by and . An optimal surface is defined as the surface with the minimum cost among all feasible surfaces defined in the 3-D volume.
D. Cost Function
The cost image is generated from the orientation sensitive 1-D first-order derivative of Gaussian of the green channel. During development, 2-D Gaussian derivatives, differences of Gaussian, and Canny edge filters were also tested for enhancement, but were discarded because they were not robust enough across the wide variety of vessel widths. The green channel of the color image usually shows the highest contrast between the blood vessels and background [16] .
In order to find the gradient of vessels specified at different locations with different orientations, a discrete convolution with the 1-D derivative of Gaussian is applied along the direction perpendicular to the vessel growing direction (as shown in Fig. 3 ). The derivative of Gaussian kernel is shown in (1) where is the only parameter in the first order derivative of Gaussian. Fig. 3 is an example. Fig. 3(a) shows an enlarged part of the green channel image. Fig. 3(b) shows the orientation sensitive 1-D derivative of Gaussian result. 
E. Graph Search and Boundary Determination
The value of is set to one to maintain the smoothness within one boundary and is set to two so that a difference is allowed between widths from the centerline to the left edge and from the centerline to the right edge, in case the centerline is not exactly at the center of the two edges. After the nodeweighted directed graph is constructed, the optimal surface is determined [7] . To determine the vessel width, the coordinate difference between the two corresponding nodes on the optimal surface from the two slices is calculated. To show the boundary on the image, the nearest integer coordinate of every node on the optimal surface is calculated and shown on the image.
F. Experimental Methods
1) Validation on Human Expert Derived Vessel Widths:
The REVIEW database were used to validate the correctness of the algorithm. Each profile in the REVIEW database consists of 15 numbers: series number, image number, segment number and four data for each of the three observers. The three observers are denoted as , and . For each observer, there are four measurements for two points on each edge ( , and ). The vessel centerline is defined as and the vessel width as for each observer (http://ReviewDB.lincoln.ac.uk). A reference standard, denoted by RS, is then created by averaging the manual results of the three observers.
We determine the vessel centerlines as explained in Section III-B above, and mapped to the centerlines in the RS, so that only those vessel centerline pixels were analyzed that also occurred in the RS. Otherwise the centerline pixel is labeled as absent.
We also compared our method with the results of the methods provided in Al-Diri's paper [13] , where 1DG and 2DG mean 1-D Gaussian model-fitting and 2-D Gaussian model-fitting [20] , [21] , respectively. However, standard deviations of vessel width differences are not provided in that paper.
2) Determination the Relationship Between Vessel Width and Distance From the Optic Disc Center:
To determine this relationship on the dataset of 600 registered fundus images we proceeded as explained in Section III-E to obtain the vessel widths of all vessels. Circular regions of interest one pixel wide were centered on the optic disc center. The average width of all vessels in each region of interest (i.e., both arteries and veins) was then plotted in a graph, as well as the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the average width. Centerline pixels with a distance larger than 450 pixels from the disc were too close to the edge of the image-less than 2.1% of all centerline pixels-and were eliminated from further analysis.
IV. RESULTS
A. Validation on Human Expert Derived Vessel Widths
An example of the quality of the obtained vessel boundary detection is shown in Fig. 4 . It shows a good performance on even the smallest vessels, which have low contrast.
The proposed method were compared to the other known algorithms in Tables I-IV . The first three rows are the manual results from the observers. Row 4-8 show the results of the other algorithms. The last row shows the result of the proposed method. The first column is the success rate. It is worth noticing that the definition of success rate is different in our method and in Al-Diri's paper. In their paper, a point that has a meaningful measurement (e.g., a measurement that converges) was assigned "success measurement" [13] . In contrast, we counted every centerline pixel that had corresponding ground truth profiles as a "success measurement," irrespective of our estimate of the width. Therefore all measurements with a corresponding ground truth profile were included even if the measurements did not result in a meaningful estimation. The columns 2-3 are the mean and standard deviation of all measurements labeled as "success measurement." Column 4-5 are the signed mean and standard deviation of the point-by-point differences.
Among the four datasets, the HRIS dataset has the highest image resolution (3584 2438 pixels). The performance of the vessel width detection is comparable to the observers. The CLRIS dataset images have a resolution of 2160 1440 pixels. The mean vessel width and the point-by-point difference mean are very close to the observers' performance. But the point-by-point difference standard deviation is high. The VDIS dataset has a resolution of 1360 1024 pixels. The mean vessel width is 0.53 pixels smaller than the ground truth. The KPIS dataset has the smallest image resolution, 288 119 pixels and 170 92 pixels.
Our testing indicates that fundus images with a higher resolution can be measured more accurately with a larger . The final choice of is for HRIS dataset, for CLRIS and VDIS, for KPIS. Fig. 5 shows the correlation of predicted vessel width and the mean of the observers' measurements for HRIS. The regression line shows the prediction tends to give a smaller measurement for vessels with fine vessels while a larger measurement for large vessels, compared to the observers' measurements.
B. Determining the Relationship Between Vessel Width and Distance From the Optic Disc Center
The relationship between vessel width and distance from the optic disc center is shown in Fig. 6 . A total of 2 936 749 centerline pixels were extracted from the 600 images. If we do not consider the pixels near the center of optic disc, where the blood vessels show a very complicated structure, the average vessel width shows a monotonic decrease from a distance of 20 pixels to 450 pixels, with a sudden slope change at a distance of 300 pixels to the optic disc. For vessels near the optic disc border, the average vessel width is about 5.0 pixels (approximately 75 m) while the vessels that have a distance of 450 pixels to the optic disc have an average vessel width of 3.5 pixels (approximately 52.5 m). 6 . A relationship between vessel width and distance to optic disc. The black circle marks a 400 pixels to the optic disc center. The vessel width analysis starts from the optic disc center and ends at a distance of 450 pixels (the x-axis). The y-axis shows the vessel width in pixels. The green line is the average vessel width. The black lines are the 95% confidence interval lines. Image resolution is about 800 2 700 pixels. Scale parameter = 4 pixels was used.
V. DISCUSSION
We introduced a novel method to find the retinal blood vessel boundaries using a graph-based approach. The results of our evaluation show that the blood vessel boundaries are accurate, and our method outperforms the current state-of-the-art algorithm on two datasets of standard retinal image resolution, while it under-performs on lower resolution retinal images [13] , as further discussed in Section V-A. Our method allows us to find the retinal vessel boundaries of even small vessels on standard posterior pole images as used in diabetic retinopathy screening programs around the world [22] . Though the performance on the HRIS and CLRIS was close to the human experts reference standard, it tends to be biased towards showing a smaller measurement, for smaller vessels. The most likely explanation is that the vessel width measurement is done with a fixed scale parameter , while the optimal measurement of vessels in different scales need different scale parameters. A multiscale cost function is under study to solve this problem.
Alternatively, vessel width can be measured directly from the vesselness map. In a preliminary experiment, we thresholded the vesselness image, generating a binary vessel segmentation. A fixed threshold of 190 was used. Width were then measured on this binary vessel map, resulting, on the HRIS dataset, in average vessel width of 6.5 pixels, with a standard deviation of 32.52 pixels. Therefore, the vesselness map itself gave a poor estimation of the mean of vessel width, with a standard deviation about 30 times higher than other methods, which makes this approach unfeasible.
A. Width Measurement on Images of Different Resolution
The proposed method showed a consistently underestimated vessels in (comparing with RS) low resolution images, especially for the KPIS dataset, where the point-by-point difference is pixels. But we also noticed that all other algorithms in Table IV also underestimated the width. Fig. 7 illustrates the RS and the algorithmic estimates on vessel segments from a high resolution image and a low resolution image. This is a cross-sectional view of vessel intensity with regard to the distance to the centerline. The black line is the average intensity of all normal profile nodes with the same distance to the centerline in the vessel segments. The red star is the average vessel width across the whole vessel segment marked by observers. The green star is the average vessel width across the whole vessel segment measured by proposed method. The HRIS image has a resolution of 3584 2438 pixels. The vessel segment has a mean vessel width of about 26 pixels and the edge crosses about ten pixels. The KPIS image has a resolution of 288 119 pixels. The vessel segment has a mean vessel width of about seven pixels and the edge crosses about three pixels. This figure suggests the underlying standards for width measurement of vessels in different scales are different. On the HRIS vessel segment, both the RS and the proposed method found the location with the maximum gradient as the vessel edge. However, on the KPIS vessel segment, the RS and the proposed method give different measurements. The observers on average give a larger measurement on those low resolution vessels.
B. Vessel Width and Distance to the Optic Disc
Our results show that the relationship between vessel width with distance and the optic disc center is inverse and monotonous. Using this method, we were able to reliably determine the relationship between the average retinal vessel diameter and the distance from the optic disc from 600 patients with diabetes. Except for the vessel pixels near the center of the optic disc (about 20 pixels), the blood vessel width shows a monotonic decrease considering the distance from the optic disc to the center. This is most likely caused by branching-if we assume the blood vessel volume to be unchanged. If the number of blood vessels is kept constant, the higher the branch frequency with increasing distance to the optic disc, the larger the slope of the width decrease. At a distance of around 300 pixels, there is a slight slope change in average vessel width, most likely caused by the fact that this is where the image centered on the optic disc ends and transitions to the fovea centered image that is registered to it in our dataset.
Though our method has been tested on retinal images only, it may be equally effective on other 2-D blood vessel projections such as cardiac and brain angiograms.
C. Computational Performance
The proposed method has a high computational performance. For a retinal image of size 2160 1440 pixels, vesselness map creation takes about 110 s, and this is an operation , where is the number of pixels. The image skeletonization and small region removal takes about 120 s, and this is also an operation . The total number of centerline pixels is around 20 000 pixels (or ) and the total number of vessel segments is 160. Consequently the average length of the graph is around 125 pixels. The average size of the graph would be slice number height of graph length of graph, which is 45 000 (or 0.0145 ) in this case. It takes around 9 s to build all the graphs in the image. The method we used to solve the max-flow problem is a pseudoflow algorithm. The running time is [23] . It takes about 41 s to solve all the graphs in the example image.
D. Limitations
Our approach has some limitations. It relies largely on the initial segmentation, the vesselness image. False positives or disconnected vessels may result in incorrect vessel boundary detection and vessel diameter measurements. A low threshold value and spur pruning is one possible way to reduce the problem. But the trade-off is the loss of some fine vessel information.
The crossing points and branching points are currently not treated separately, because the vessel growing direction, and consequently the vessel normal direction, at those points are not well defined. This does not have a significant influence on the vessel diameter measurements. However, the generation of the continuous vessel tree will require the vessels be connected at the crossing and branching points. A possible method to solve the direction problem at the crossing points and branching points is the distance transform of the vessel centerline image. For the crossing points, branching points and centerline pixels near them, the direction with the maximum gradient can be considered as the normal profile direction. Another solution is detecting and dealing with the crossing and branching points explicitly.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel method for retinal vessel boundary detection based on graph search and validated it on a publicly available dataset of expert annotated vessel widths. An important advantage is that this method detects both boundaries simultaneously, and is therefore more robust than methods which detect the boundaries one at a time. The simultaneous detection of both borders makes the accurate detection possible even if one boundary is of low contrast or blurred. Overall, the method is robust as the only algorithmic parameter is in the cost function, and the final measurement is insensitive to the choice of .
In summary, we have developed and validated a fast and automated method for measurement of retinal blood vessel width. We expect that such methods have potential for a novel quantitative approach to early detection of retinal and cardiovascular disease.
